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Executive Summary 
In the awarding of the tender for APAM by the Australia Council to Brisbane Powerhouse for the 
delivery of the market in 2014-2018, a requirement is that a formal evaluation of the three iterations 
of APAM be undertaken by the Queensland University of Technology, Creative Industries Faculty, 
under the leadership of Associate Professor Sandra Gattenhof. The agreed research model delivers 
reporting on outcomes not only in the year in which APAM is delivered (2014, 2016, 2018) but also 
in the years between (2015, 2017). 
This report focuses on the domestic and international touring outcomes resulting from engagement 
in the 2014 Market and responds two of the three key research foci for the evaluation that are 
articulated in the Brisbane Powerhouse Tender (2011) document as: 
• Evaluation of international market development outcomes through showcasing work to 
targeted international presenters and agents 
• Evaluation of national market development outcomes through showcasing work to national 
presenters and producers. 
 
This report follows up on data and trends tabled in August 2015 that collected data from two key 
sources – six identified case study productions that have been tracked for eighteen months, and an 
online survey delivered to all APAM 2014 delegates. The comparative report has been constructed 
through an analysis of data reported from the August 2015 and the most recent online survey to all 
2104 PM delegates conducted in late November 2015. As such it falls into phase 3 of the research 
process outlined on page 6 of this document.  
The report highlights six key trends emerging from the data: 
1. The majority of survey respondents will return to APAM 2016. 
2. The central reason for attending is the networking opportunities the Market affords.   
3. Respondents are confident that a range of new relationships forged at the Market will 
afford long-term interest and buying opportunities and that as a result of the 2014 
event, real touring outcomes were realised for some respondents.  
4. Respondents would like to see greater attention to a greater number of networking 
activities within the program to enable touring outcomes. 
5. The multi-venue model is still of concern, and is a recurrent issue from earlier 
surveys. 
6. The level of expense incurred by producers to present work at APAM. 
Compared to previous surveys (2014 and mid-2015) the survey response rate is the relatively low. 
As a result of such a disparity in response rates, it is difficult to compare the results effectively with 
the earlier surveys. 
Throughout this report, extracted data from the online survey responses will be tabled to develop a 
narrative in response to the key research aims outlined in the Brisbane Powerhouse Tender 
document (2011). A full version of the collated responses to the survey questions can be found in 
the appendices of this report.  
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1. Research Framework 
This section outlines the agreed research design (QUT/BPH executed services agreement 17 
September 2013) for a longitudinal evaluation of APAM (2014-2018) across all APAM and non-
APAM years, as per the Brisbane Powerhouse (BPH) Tender and Australia Council Services 
Agreement. The Services Agreement with BPH notes the requirement for BPH, in partnership with 
the Australia Council, to: 
Establish efficient evaluation methodology that assesses the impact of each APAM and work in 
progress year and is used to continually refine the events and assess the overall impact. It is vital 
that this methodology includes a longitudinal mechanism to capture relationships and income 
generated over time through attendance at APAM and the Works in Progress (Section 12, p. 6). 
 
The five-year evaluation framework (2014–2018) for the APAM hosted by Brisbane Powerhouse will 
be developed and led by Associate Professor Sandra Gattenhof, Head of Drama, Queensland 
University of Technology. The research has ethical approval from the QUT Research Ethics Unit: 
 
Project Title:   Evaluation of Australian Performing Arts Market 2014–2018 
Ethics Category:   Human – Low Risk 
Approval Number:    1300000811 
Approved Until:   6/01/2019 
 
1.1 Representation of data  
To maintain the confidentiality of the research participants (in accordance with research ethics) 
names have been replaced with title (APAM Team member, stakeholder, case study representative, 
focus group member) and an alphabetical letter. Respondents to the online survey were anonymous 
at point of data collection; however, the source of the data has been acknowledged when used. 
1.2 Statistic validity  
Compared to previous surveys (2014 and mid-2015) the survey response rate is the relatively low. 
Data for this analysis has been drawn from the Online Delegate Survey (release date 23 November 
2015; survey closed 04 December 2015). 582 delegates received the survey and received 61 
delegate responses. The first online survey distributed in late February 2014, immediately following 
APAM 2014, yielded a response rate of 328.  The second survey distributed in mid-2015 yielded a 
response rate of 131. 
 
This means the data can only present broad indicators and trends and the argument around touring 
outcomes and income generation for those companies and artists who presented their work at 
APAM 2014. As such it is difficult to attribute direct causality between the presentation of work at 
the Market and the intervening period until the next Market in February 2016. This direct reportage 
has also been hampered by the ethical clearance for the research that required the maintenance of 
anonymity of respondents therefore making it difficult to tell if they presented at APAM 2014 or 
where delegates using the event to network and promote work through new or existing connections. 
1.3 Research Aims and Research Phases 
As outlined in the Brisbane Powerhouse Tender document the aims of the research will be to	  
evaluate three interrelated outcomes (articulated below) through a longitudinal five-year study. As 
such, the following three foci have been used to construct the report: 
• Evaluation of international market development outcomes through showcasing work to 
targeted international presenters and agents 
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• Evaluation of national market development outcomes through showcasing work to national 
presenters and producers 
• Evaluation of the exchange ideas, dialogue, skill development, partnerships, collaborations 
and co-productions and networks with local and international peers. 
 
The research will proceed in three phases. 
 
In Phase 1 (2014), the research team consulted with stakeholders – including the APAM Steering 
Committee, key Australia Council representatives – on advice from the Australia Council, key 
Brisbane City Council representatives, key Arts QLD representatives, key Tourism and Events QLD 
representatives, APAM Executive Producer and Project Coordinator, BPH key representatives 
(Steering Committee members) – to establish categories of impact. The outcome of this phase of 
the research was a set of narratives about the anticipated or desired impact of APAM for different 
stakeholder groups.  
In Phase 2 there are two distinct approaches. In the years in which APAM is delivered (2014, 2016 
and 2018) observations, electronic survey, focus groups and still and moving images will be used to 
collect quantitative, qualitative and performative data on the stakeholders’ and producers’ (both 
national and international) satisfaction levels of attending and participating in APAM and the 
producers’ impacts/outcomes – such as international market development, touring, partnerships. 
This began with the first APAM on 18–22 February 2014 at the Brisbane Powerhouse. In the years 
in which APAM is not delivered (2015 and 2017), a survey of all producers will be conducted after 
producers have showcased at APAM. Over the life of the evaluation this will track trends and 
markers of success that may include income generation, distribution of product nationally and 
internationally, network development and partnership establishment. To deepen knowledge of best 
practice, approximately three to six selected producers (as advised by the research stakeholders 
group) will continue to be tracked in-depth as part of Phase 2 to evaluate their international and 
national market development outcomes and to evaluate the exchange of ideas, dialogue, skill 
development, partnerships, collaborations and co-productions and networks with local and 
international peers. Over the life of the study, approximately eighteen producer case studies will be 
developed and documented. 
  
In Phase 3, the research team evaluate and report on the outcomes and performance of the APAM 
in the delivery years (2014, 2016, and 2018). This evaluation will report on the anticipated and 
actual impact of APAM in relation to established categories, including a summary of which 
processes, activities or engagement protocols have been the most effective catalysts for specific 
types of impact. In the non-delivery years (2015 and 2017), the evaluation report will take a broader 
focus to include consolidated producer data gathered through survey and producer case studies, to 
identify trends and habits that may lead to strong and impactful international and national market 
development outcomes and exchange ideas, dialogue, skill development, partnerships, 
collaborations and co-productions, and networks with local and international peers. These trends 
and habits will then be communicated to subsequent producers as models of best practice.  
 
The final comparative and consolidated evaluative report delivered at the end of 2018 will provide 
evidence of the significance of APAM in aesthetic, social and cultural terms for communities in 
Australia. 
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2. Key Research Activities for 2015 
Delivery Date Activity Personnel Status 
End January 2014 Appointment of Senior 
Research Assistant 
(SRA) and RA (digital 
survey) 
Sandra Gattenhof Complete 
Early February 2015 Re-engagement with 
APAM management, key 
personnel in funding 
bodies, key personnel at 
Brisbane Powerhouse 
Sandra Gattenhof 
and SRA 
Complete 
February 2015 12 month check-in 
interviews with presenter 
artist/company for 
developing case studies 
SRA Complete 
March 2015 Development and 
dissemination of online 
survey to all producers 
who attended APAM 
2014 
Sandra Gattenhof 
and RA (digital 
survey) 
Complete 
March–May 2015 Data analysis – case 
studies and online survey 
Sandra Gattenhof 
and SRA 
Complete 
July 2015 Draft mid-way 2015 report 
delivered to BPH, 
Australia Council and 
stakeholder feedback 
Sandra Gattenhof 
and SRA 
Complete 
Mid-July 2015 Stakeholder feedback 
meeting 
BPH APAM Deliver 
Team, Sandra 
Gattenhof and SRA 
Anticipated 
September 2015 
December 2015 Final 2015 evaluation 
report delivered  
Sandra Gattenhof 
and SRA 
Complete 
Mid-October– early 
December 2015 
Preparation for data 
collection APAM delivery 
2016 
Sandra Gattenhof 
and SRA 
In progress 
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SECTION ONE 
3. EVALUATION OF NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL MARKET DEVELOPMENT OUTCOMES  
In this section of the report two key research aims will be unpacked and reported in two ways: 
1. Identifying the positioning and value of the Market to delegates, drawn from data captured in 
the online survey 
2. Evaluation of national and international market development outcomes in terms of touring 
outcomes and income generation. 
3.1 Identifying the positioning and value of the Market  	  
3.1.1 Repeat Attendance 
One of the strong indicators of the value of the Market is the willingness of delegates to remain 
engaged. In the mid-year 2015 survey responses pointed to just below 90% of delegates who 
attended APAM 2014 will return to attend the event in 2016.  
A similar positive respondent rate from the December 2015 survey (see survey responses at 
question 5 – Do you intend to attend APAM 2016?) highlights that just over 67% will definitely 
attend, with a further almost 23% still unsure; these percentages are based on the responses of the 
61 survey participants, as opposed to the mid-year 2015 survey, in which 88.19% of the 127 
respondents advised that they were aiming to attend. Reasons for lack of attendance are 
predominantly due to the costs involved in attending, or due to coinciding with other professional 
commitments. 
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3.1. 2 Value of Attendance 
At question 9 of the mid-year 2015 survey delegates were asked to rank the main reasons for 
continued attendance. The two top reasons were for networking (80%) and to sell their product 
(53%). Overwhelmingly, survey respondents (84%) indicated that the Market was valuable for 
developing connections for domestic or international touring opportunities. This response is tabled 
below: 
 
This positive response needs to be tempered with a survey response that indicates while strong 
connections were made during the Market between presenters and producers that this did not result 
in tangible touring outcomes for all.  
For the response to the comparative question posed in the December 2015 survey, “What is the 
main reason you are attending APAM 2016?”, the response reasons are Networking at almost 49%, 
Selling opportunities at just over 28%, and buying opportunities at almost 18%: 
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3.1.3 Relationships to develop touring outcomes  
Responses to Question 10 of the December 2015 survey: “As a result of APAM 2014, did you form 
any of the following new relationships?” resulted in the following:  just over 40% could confirm that 
they had developed new relationships that would lead to long-term interest and touring 
opportunities, with a further 27% viewing this as likely, rather than confirmed.   
An additional 26% advised that they believed they had built “new relationships with artists that you 
continue to foster and believe will lead to long-term interest and touring opportunities”, with just over 
24% viewing this as likely; and the possibilities of collaborations with new relationships was 
confirmed at 25%, and likely at 49%: 
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The figure of 40% regarding new relationships leading to longer-term activity is significant, and this 
will be a key area of monitoring in the analysis of APAM 2016.   
Regarding Question 11, “Please provide details of the new relationships you have formed”, 33 
respondents provided detail around this question, with 13 of these directly articulating touring and 
season outcomes as a direct result of being at APAM: 
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It may prove prudent for the research team to follow up on those specific tours identified over the 
course of the period of 2016-2017.  
Regarding Question 12, “Did APAM 2014 provide you or your company real touring outcomes, 
almost 38% answered affirmatively:   
 
This is a key statistic that the research team will be tracking over the 2016-2017 period.   
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4. Evaluation of national and international market development outcomes 
 
4.1 Touring Outcomes 
The survey data from mid-2015 indicated that just below 60% of respondents noted touring 
outcomes were not gained by attending or presenting at APAM 2014. Again it must be kept in 
perspective as not all delegates who attended APAM 2014 responded to the mid-2015 follow up 
survey as indicated on page 6 (n=131 out of 582 delegates). Qualitative survey responses 
demonstrate that the most successful strategy in gaining touring opportunities as a result of 
attending APAM is to have the performance work shared during the event either as a full-length, 
excerpt or pitch.  
 
 
To compare the above result with a similar question in the December 2015 survey, specific detail 
was requested:  
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Here again, 13 responses provided detail as to the nature of these outcomes.  Of those 
respondents who provided detail, two of the presentations were for Asia, three for Australia, two for 
the United Kingdom, and one for Canada.  
Given that this degree of detail was not previously captured in earlier surveys, it cannot be 
compared to earlier commentary regarding touring prospects, but it is useful to provide an indication 
of the degree of activity that has arisen from APAM in the near two-year period following the Market. 
It is important to note also that six productions have been identified as case studies for the research 
project (Separation Street, by Polyglot Theatre; The Walking Neighbourhood by Contact Inc.; I’m 
Your Man by Roslyn Oades; Long Grass by Vicki Van Hout with Performance Space; dirtsong by 
Black Arm Band Inc; and Am I by Shaun Parker and Company), and the activity generated for these 
productions as a results of participating in APAM in 2014 has been tracked since that time.  To view 
the extended data and commentary on the tracking of these productions in terms of the impact of 
participating in APAM 2014, please refer to the APAM Year One report (2014) and the inter-year 
report (mid - 2015).   
 
4.2 Income Generation 
 
The December 2015 survey posed questions regarding income and expenditure for producers and 
presenters.  While certain survey participants (n=28) were able to provide “ball park” figures around 
this income generation, it is important to consider that, as was highlighted particularly in interviews 
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with the case study organisations, it can prove difficult to clearly apportion direct revenue raising 
from APAM alone, as the Market usually functions as one key tool in a range of strategic 
mechanisms in the profiling and marketing of a company’s or artist’s work: 
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4.3 Income Expenditure 
In terms of expenditure, this is certainly a dominant consideration regarding participation in and the 
perceived value of APAM:  
 
 
 
 
At this point the survey instrument used to collect data did not allow for specific information to be 
gathered to comprehensively reporting on income return to Australian producer or independent 
artist/company through a production that secured a contract for touring nationally or internationally.  
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SECTION TWO 
5. IMPROVING THE APAM DELIVERY MODEL 
 
The writers of this report acknowledged that APAM staff and Brisbane Powerhouse have done 
major renovation work for the 2016 delivery of APAM in response to the feedback from the external 
evaluation as tabled in Year One Report (2014) and internal debriefs and reports (see APAM 2014 
Recommendations and Actions for 2016). To ensure that APAM 2016 is able to strong outcomes for 
delegates, particularly to enable touring outcomes for Australian companies and artists both 
nationally and internationally an ongoing dialogue with delegates is required. For this reason each 
of the surveys (2014, mid-year, end 2015) provide delegates with an opportunity to reflect on the 
delivery model as part of the transparency and feedback process for stakeholders, including the 
delegates themselves. 
 
The culmination of the data analysis from the Year One Report (2014, pp. 44-48) was articulated 
through five key recommendations, which in the spirit of on-going improvement may assist the 
APAM delivery team for the next version in 2016. In summary, the recommendations were 
described as: 
1. Indigenous focus to remain central to the conception and delivery of APAM 
2. Re-framing APAM’s function and its delivery  
3. Logistics and communications in a multi-venue approach, including communications and 
housekeeping, volunteers, catering, re-calibrating the employment of Brisbane 
Powerhouse protocols and processes for APAM  
4. Presentation and promotion for presenters 
5. Strategic targeting of Asian producers.  
 
The data collected in the mid-2015 survey indicated that delegates saw three areas crucial for 
improvement:  
1. Logistics related to concerns about the continued use of a multi-venue model that were 
flagged in Year One Report (2014) (see Year One Report, 2014, p. 43 and p. 46). 
Concerns related to venues being fit for purpose to showcase, present excerpts or pitch 
their product. While respondents noted that indoor venues had excellent technical 
capacity and the technical staff are well-placed to help them manage the delivery of the 
product, many respondents noted that the venue was unsympathetic to the product itself. 
2. Indigenous focus to remain central to the conception and delivery of APAM. Survey data 
from mid-2015 indicated that presenters saw Indigenous performance as the unique 
selling point of APAM compared to other markets. 
3. Presentation and promotion for producers particularly with greater emphasis on Asian 
markets. The APAM 2014 report (p. 48) noted the need for strategic targeting of Asian 
producers to develop more impactful touring outcomes in the Asian market. The 
qualitative survey data from mid-2015 survey showed that there were a number of 
companies who successfully gained traction in the Asian market.   
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Below are the full comments by participants in the December 2015 survey regarding areas for 
improvement for APAM 2106 (n=29 out of the total 61 respondents):  
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An analysis of these responses highlights those areas that have been raised in the past two surveys 
regarding areas in which APAM can improve.  These include: 
 
• More networking opportunities 
• Better logistical support within the multi-venue model 
• Booths more centralized 
• Air conditioning in the tent 
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• More effective processes of communication.  
 
However, there are a range of comments that were not highlighted in the earlier surveys, and are 
new to the December 2015 survey, which highlight how increasing international and national touring 
opportunities for Australian contemporary performing arts groups and artists could be enhanced.  
These include: 
 
• A strategic focus on targeting agents rather than the presenters 
• More opportunities for full-length work to be presented 
• Addressing the level of expense involved for producers, particularly the independent or solo 
artists – it is interesting to note that this was also a key issue for those a number of the case 
study organisations (see in particular APAM inter-year report (mid-2015) 
• A request for greater levels of information from presenters regarding what kind of work they 
are interested in programming, and what level of financial support they are able to offer to 
producers.  
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6. KEY TRENDS 
The key trends that have emerged from this most recent survey suggest that: 
7. The majority of survey respondents will return to APAM 2016 (67.21%). 
8. The central reason for attending is the networking opportunities the Market 
affords (48.7%).  Further comments elicit that the Market affords those working in 
the sector a significant opportunity to not only connect with international presenters, 
but also provides a major opportunity to connect or re-connect with domestic 
colleagues, to garner a stronger sense of trends across specific sectors, and across 
the arts industry as a whole. The other key focus area is of course the buying and 
selling of work. 
9. Respondents are confident that a range of new relationships forged at the 
Market will afford long-term interest and buying opportunities (40.38%), and 
that as a result of the 2014 event, real touring outcomes were realised for 
37.74% of respondents.  One of the dominant touring models articulated is the 
extension of a pre-existing national tour, and a pre-existing international tour.  More 
detail will be gathered regarding these trends in the research period 2016-2017, but, 
understandably, this would suggest that the model of taking up an established 
product is more likely for many presenters than a newly created work.   However, this 
did not translate into real earnings from APAM, with 75% of respondents advising 
that there were no real earnings.  However, at the opposite end of the spectrum, 10% 
of respondents advised that they earned in excess of $50,000.   
10. Respondents would like to see greater attention to a greater number of 
networking activities within the program to enable touring outcomes. 
11. The multi-venue model is still of concern, and is a recurrent issue from earlier 
surveys. 
12. The level of expense incurred by producers to present work at APAM, and 
perhaps, particularly for those less experienced producers, more information 
provided ahead of the Market as to the level of investment producers are willing or 
able to provide.   
In summary, the key areas for further exploration as a result of this survey are: 
• Tracking of relationships and realisation of these into confirmed presentation and touring 
opportunities 
• Consolidation of better networking opportunities 
• Greater information prior to Market from presenters regarding expectations surrounding 
costs for producers 
• Tracking of income and expenditure and return on investment for organisations pitching or 
presenting work.  
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Older than 55
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Q4 If you are not an Australian resident,
what country do you reside in?
Answered: 23 Skipped: 38
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Hong Kong
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0.00% 0
0.00% 0
0.00% 0
4.35% 1
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21.74% 5
13.04% 3
Total 23
UK
USA
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67.21% 41
9.84% 6
22.95% 14
Q5 Do you plan on attending APAM 2016?
Answered: 61 Skipped: 0
Total 61
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Unsure
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Answer Choices Responses
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Q6 Why are you not planning to attend
APAM 2016?
Answered: 20 Skipped: 41
# Responses Date
1 I will be overseas 12/1/2015 7:26 PM
2 I'm unsure of my availability at this stage. 11/30/2015 11:38 PM
3 I would very much like to attend but cost is an issue for me as I'm an overseas delegate. 11/26/2015 10:43 PM
4 Not currently producing performing arts. 11/26/2015 6:44 AM
5 We don't have enough budget. 11/25/2015 5:20 PM
6 I have nothing to sell 11/25/2015 5:49 AM
7 I'm not sure the time and expense is justified given my experience at 2014 APAM 11/24/2015 6:44 AM
8 travel and accommodation costs 11/23/2015 8:31 PM
9 Not yet had an official invitation. I hope I will! 11/23/2015 8:26 PM
10 I'm not sure - flight entrance, accommodation etc is expensive coming from Europe 11/23/2015 7:49 PM
11 Because I attended in 2014, it's a week out of the office, it's expensive to cross the world and the UK is facing
unprecented funding cuts that will need all my attention around that time.
11/23/2015 4:47 PM
12 Production in rehearsal 11/23/2015 12:58 PM
13 Budget, workload - it's TBC 11/23/2015 12:41 PM
14 Was not succesfull in getting work in. 11/23/2015 11:51 AM
15 not sure if it is worth the expense and time 11/23/2015 11:48 AM
16 I may have a tour in another country that need my attention and therefore doesn't allow me to travel at the same
time.
11/23/2015 11:14 AM
17 I have not been invited 11/23/2015 11:02 AM
18 The last one was terrible 11/23/2015 10:39 AM
19 Timng 11/23/2015 10:35 AM
20 Pressures of business and costs 11/23/2015 10:33 AM
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20.51% 8
79.49% 31
Q7 Have you been selected to showcase or
pitch your work at APAM 2016?
Answered: 39 Skipped: 22
Total 39
Yes
No
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Answer Choices Responses
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0.00% 0
17.95% 7
28.21% 11
48.72% 19
5.13% 2
Q8 What is the main reason you are
attending APAM 2016?
Answered: 39 Skipped: 22
Total 39
# Other (please specify) Date
1 Programming 11/23/2015 1:00 PM
2 I'd like to tick selling, but I think that's rare. I think it's networking mostly. 11/23/2015 11:40 AM
Invitation
Buying
Opportunities
Selling
Opportunities
Networking
Other (please
specify)
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Answer Choices Responses
Invitation
Buying Opportunities
Selling Opportunities
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Other (please specify)
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Q9 Please provide further information on
your reason for attending (eg. to source
dance work, to sell my one-person theatre
work, etc).
Answered: 39 Skipped: 22
# Responses Date
1 To sell our work 12/4/2015 9:17 PM
2 to sell my new theatre work and networking opportunities 12/2/2015 3:37 PM
3 network with other TYA presenters in Australia network with international delegates interested in Australian TYA
work
12/1/2015 9:55 AM
4 Primary reason is to connect with presenters who may buy in our work, nationally and internationally. It is also an
opportunity to connect with industry colleagues.
11/25/2015 5:03 PM
5 I also wish to network and learn of new trends in the milieu. 11/25/2015 4:36 PM
6 to sell dance work 11/25/2015 1:00 PM
7 To sell my chamber ballet Desirelines 11/25/2015 9:32 AM
8 Consolidate previous market exposure and promote new product 11/24/2015 10:45 PM
9 To sell dance works 11/24/2015 12:49 PM
10 Promote the company's work for touring. 11/24/2015 9:17 AM
11 Find dance, theatre, installation work for UK presentation 11/23/2015 11:13 PM
12 networking and speculating on selling the future 11/23/2015 10:24 PM
13 I have attended many APAMs and have felt them to be of huge benefit in getting to know many of the Australian
artists and companies. I have presented many Australian artists and companies at Galway International Arts
Festival in Galway, Ireland many of whom I saw showcase or perform at various APAMs and others whom I met
while attending which led to a very positive outcomes.
11/23/2015 8:25 PM
14 Maintaining industry connections and visibility 11/23/2015 7:02 PM
15 APAM is an important opportunity to network with Australian and regional colleagues. 11/23/2015 6:26 PM
16 Primarily for Australian and New Zealand contacts 11/23/2015 5:33 PM
17 Create and consolidate networks - looking for selling opportunities. 11/23/2015 5:02 PM
18 our pitches weren't listed so we will be talking to people about our work 11/23/2015 3:49 PM
19 Updating on the new Australian work and networking with fellow festival directors. 11/23/2015 3:22 PM
20 to sell my one-person theatre work 11/23/2015 2:22 PM
21 Representing independent artists and making connections for their future work 11/23/2015 1:56 PM
22 To see work and meet companies to programme 11/23/2015 1:00 PM
23 to continue to build networks and look for opportunities to sell work 11/23/2015 12:30 PM
24 Looking at possible works for our state showcase 11/23/2015 12:03 PM
25 Make sales of work; catch up with national & international colleagues 11/23/2015 11:59 AM
26 Networking 11/23/2015 11:59 AM
27 To network with the performing arts industry and potentially purchase work for our program 11/23/2015 11:50 AM
28 we are part of a showcase. 11/23/2015 11:40 AM
29 I am employed by the Bisbane City Council as a Creative Program Producer so I am always on the look out for new
ideas and projects
11/23/2015 11:37 AM
30 To network and investigate future programming options for my Festival 11/23/2015 11:18 AM
31 It's useful to catch up with colleagues from around the country. We mostly don't expect to book new dates directly
from APAM, though- we don't rely on APAM for a Australian presentation opportunities, and the critical mass of
internationals with clear intentions varies considerably from year to year.
11/23/2015 11:17 AM
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32 To support SA artists attending APAM 11/23/2015 11:06 AM
33 to continue conversations across a range of projects I am currently working on with my company 11/23/2015 10:56 AM
34 look for new work, sell my artist roster 11/23/2015 10:54 AM
35 learn and network 11/23/2015 10:52 AM
36 to sell our new show " prehistoric aquarium " to both an international and national market 11/23/2015 10:39 AM
37 Provide an update on the productions currently ready for touring & those in development for the Company 11/23/2015 10:32 AM
38 Representing artists to sell work and develop networks. 11/23/2015 10:31 AM
39 Networking 11/23/2015 10:31 AM
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Q10 As a result of APAM 2014, did you form
any of the following new relationships?
Answered: 55 Skipped: 6
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New relationships with presenters that you believe will lead
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New relationships with artists that you continue to foster
and believe will lead to long-term interest and touring
opportunities
New relationships with presenters or artists that you
continue to foster and believe will lead to collaborations
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Q11 Please provide details of the new
relationships you may have formed.
Answered: 33 Skipped: 28
# Responses Date
1 Met Ramon Simo from GREC Festival in Barcelona with whom we are now in discussion about performing at the
festival in 2016. Met a number of Australian and International presenters with whom we are still in conversation
(Kris Stewart, Lieven Bertels, Carla Von Zon & David Inns, etc..)
12/4/2015 9:21 PM
2 In conversation with several international and national presenters who are interested in my work 12/2/2015 3:39 PM
3 Toured Black Project 1 to Taipei Arts Festival as direct result of showing work and meeting presenters at APAM.
We continue to discuss the possibility of a future commission
12/1/2015 7:28 PM
4 better relationships with australian artists and producers 12/1/2015 9:56 AM
5 I met with a director that offered employment on a new work that same year. 11/30/2015 11:39 PM
6 Rachael Azzopardi, STC - toured a show to STC in 2015 & contemplated and discussed the presentation of an
STC show in London.
11/28/2015 3:58 AM
7 Connected with a range of indigenous artists including Polytoxic. Met with a range of theatre presenters. Produced
a show at Gasworks Arts Park Melbourne for Midsumma 2015.
11/26/2015 6:45 AM
8 PuSh International Performing Arts Festival, Canada Fusebox Festival, USA 11/25/2015 5:15 PM
9 We toured New Zealand and I'm working with an artist I met, right now. 11/25/2015 5:50 AM
10 New Calendonia, Canada, China agent 11/24/2015 10:46 PM
11 touring opportunity arose from networking a presenter at APAM 11/24/2015 12:51 PM
12 Meet Cirque Eloise staff, Circa and other Australian companies that have facilitated touring to NZ and my venue 11/24/2015 6:46 AM
13 Erth, Polytoxic, Polglot, Snuff, QTC, Artour , Circua 11/23/2015 10:26 PM
14 Presented two major projects by Patricia Piccinini, Skywhale and a major exhibition of sculpture at Galway
International Arts Festival 2015. Also presented Leon Radojkovic's Live Live Cinema at the 2015 Festival. In
conversation with Chelsea McGuffin whose company I hope to present. And I am presenting Gravity & Other Myths
at the Festival in 2016. In conversation once again with Circa whom I have presented on three previous occasions
with a view to present. Have also kept in touch with other artists/companies who I had not presented previously.
11/23/2015 8:39 PM
15 Important collaborations with Ilbijerri, Zugubal Dancers, Jacob Boehme. 11/23/2015 8:31 PM
16 within the area of Contemporary Circus, Burlseque and music 11/23/2015 7:53 PM
17 Claire Marshall has been contracted to present and workshop with our venue in 2016 11/23/2015 5:34 PM
18 We've already presented work by Baulkham Hills Ladies. We're also booking puppet company and in talks through
DTP with Shaun Parker and ADT. Lucy Guerins new piece is also likely for a DTP tour
11/23/2015 4:49 PM
19 It was far more strengthening existing relationships. 11/23/2015 3:23 PM
20 Discussion with Chile and Spanish representatives about their interest in Australian work. Connection with USA
agent and discussion about benefits of ISPA and the differences in USA presenter approaches for agents
developing tours.
11/23/2015 1:58 PM
21 Several new relationships and possibilities, also development of discussions with existing relationships. 11/23/2015 1:01 PM
22 With presenters and Festival directors 11/23/2015 12:59 PM
23 Only really made contact with locals; but a few overseas. It was a first time for us as a company so i think once I
get the hang of it will do better.
11/23/2015 11:52 AM
24 Connection with Perth Theatre Company and tour outcome for It's Dark Outside that has led to further connection
with Last Great Hunt
11/23/2015 11:51 AM
25 An Australian producer saw our showcase in 2014 and is working with us on a National tour in 2016. Arguable you
might say he was already interested in our show before APAM 2014, but this is where we met again.
11/23/2015 11:41 AM
26 None confirmed at time of writing 11/23/2015 11:38 AM
27 Made connections with CIRCA - leading to the purchase of BEYOND; with CACUS leading to a future booking;
with Topology; with NO FIT STATE; with CAITRE; reconnected with DAVID LIEBERMAN + ASSOCIATES
11/23/2015 11:21 AM
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28 Various 11/23/2015 11:08 AM
29 various 11/23/2015 10:58 AM
30 it's a moveable feast of releationships that require nurtureing and time 11/23/2015 10:41 AM
31 Several shows that i will wantbto bringbto george town festival 11/23/2015 10:36 AM
32 Opportunities to meet with presenters from around Australia, as well as some from overseas. As with everything,
these take time to nurture and the Company is on a medium-term timeframe for establishing regular national &
international touring.
11/23/2015 10:34 AM
33 This is quite detailed and has already been provided in the previous survey done by Brisbane Powerhouse/APAM. 11/23/2015 10:32 AM
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37.74% 20
62.26% 33
Q12 Did APAM 2014 provide you or your
company real touring outcomes?
Answered: 53 Skipped: 8
Total 53
Yes
No
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Answer Choices Responses
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Q13 What touring outcomes did you
achieve? Please provide a short response
below.
Answered: 14 Skipped: 47
# Responses Date
1 Taipei Arts Festival presentation of Black Project 1 in 2014 12/1/2015 7:29 PM
2 Black Faggot theatre production produced at Gasworks Art Park, Melbourne as a featured show of Midsumma
2015. Currently working on bringing the show Rock Surfers Bondi for Mardi Gras 2016.
11/26/2015 6:47 AM
3 A couple of gigs in New Zealand and Perth. 11/25/2015 5:51 AM
4 China six concert tour; Canada Tour; Singapore & Taipei Festival 11/24/2015 10:49 PM
5 two shows presented at my venue - relationship with another that will potential result in future touring opportunities 11/24/2015 6:49 AM
6 Ilbijerri theatre and Zugubal dancers to Origins 2015. 11/23/2015 8:32 PM
7 Locking in the details of a tour to a festival. 11/23/2015 5:04 PM
8 Sorry misunderstood previous questions, we were not successful in touri four work outwards it did speak to many
Australian festivals.
11/23/2015 4:50 PM
9 interest in a national tour 11/23/2015 3:51 PM
10 Galway Arts Festival, Darwin Arts Festival and touring in UK and Australia 11/23/2015 1:02 PM
11 - National tour of Canada (Jack Charles V the Crown) 11/23/2015 12:06 PM
12 Performance of It's Dark Outside 11/23/2015 11:52 AM
13 Successfully made contacts in order to tour at six artists in Australia. 11/23/2015 11:16 AM
14 This is detailed and has already been provided in the Brisbane Powerhouse / APAM survey. 11/23/2015 10:48 AM
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Q14 Please indicate the nature of these
touring outcomes using the appropriate
row/s below.
Answered: 13 Skipped: 48
Within my home state?
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New National
Tour...
New
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Extended a
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Extended a
pre-existing...
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Multi city?
Yes No N/A
New National
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One or more countries?
Within one country Across multiple countries
New National
Tour...
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pre-existing...
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pre-existing...
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Q15 Please name each country and/or city
that was involved in your touring outcomes.
Answered: 15 Skipped: 46
# Responses Date
1 Taipei, Taiwan 12/1/2015 7:29 PM
2 We are a New Zealand company. Our show was performed in Melbourne Feb 2015 and we are currently planning
to bring the show to Sydney Feb 2016.
11/26/2015 6:47 AM
3 Perth Auckland Christchurch 11/25/2015 5:51 AM
4 Singapore, Taipei, Taitung, Wellington, Vanvouver 11/24/2015 10:49 PM
5 Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney, Geelong 11/24/2015 12:52 PM
6 New Zealand - Dunedin and Wellington 11/24/2015 6:49 AM
7 London, UK 11/23/2015 8:32 PM
8 x 11/23/2015 5:04 PM
9 Mmmm 11/23/2015 4:50 PM
10 Too many to name 11/23/2015 3:51 PM
11 Geelong, Tasmania, Castlemaine, Ireland - Galway, 11/23/2015 1:02 PM
12 Canada: Vancouver, Montreal USA: five cities Sweden:varying across a month Budapest Germany - Potsdam 11/23/2015 12:06 PM
13 N/A 11/23/2015 11:52 AM
14 Added a couple of shows in New Zealand before or after shows in Australia for two artists. 11/23/2015 11:16 AM
15 Australia Taiwan France Germany 11/23/2015 10:48 AM
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18.75% 9
35.42% 17
22.92% 11
8.33% 4
4.17% 2
2.08% 1
2.08% 1
6.25% 3
Q16 Which of the following best describes
your role in the arts?
Answered: 48 Skipped: 13
Total 48
# Other (please specify) Date
1 Festival director 11/23/2015 8:32 PM
2 Programmed venue 11/23/2015 1:02 PM
3 Producer & International Arts Manager 11/23/2015 11:17 AM
Presenter
Producer
Artist / Arts
Organisation...
Artist / Arts
Organisation...
Independent
Artist
Agent
Funder
Other (please
specify)
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Answer Choices Responses
Presenter
Producer
Artist / Arts Organisation (Self-represented)
Artist / Arts Organisation (Represented by producer or agent)
Independent Artist
Agent
Funder
Other (please specify)
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75.00% 21
3.57% 1
3.57% 1
3.57% 1
3.57% 1
0.00% 0
10.71% 3
Q17 Thinking about both fees and box
office return, what is the total amount
earned from any APAM 2014 touring
outcomes?
Answered: 28 Skipped: 33
Total 28
# More than $50,000 (please provide an estimate) Date
1 $100,000 11/24/2015 12:58 PM
2 Do not wish to divulge 11/23/2015 1:03 PM
3 AUD150,000 11/23/2015 12:06 PM
N/A - there
were no real...
Less than
$10,000
$10,001 -
$20,000
$20,001 -
$30,000
$30,001 -
$40,000
$40,001 -
$50,000
More than
$50,000 (ple...
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Answer Choices Responses
N/A - there were no real touring outcomes
Less than $10,000
$10,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
More than $50,000 (please provide an estimate)
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33.33% 3
22.22% 2
11.11% 1
0.00% 0
11.11% 1
11.11% 1
11.11% 1
Q18 How much did you spend on Australian
work as a result of attending APAM 2014?
Answered: 9 Skipped: 52
Total 9
# More than $50,000 (please provide an estimate) Date
1 $140,000 11/23/2015 8:42 PM
N/A - I did
not make any...
Less than
$10,000
$10,001 -
$20,000
$20,001 -
$30,000
$30,001 -
$40,000
$40,001 -
$50,000
More than
$50,000 (ple...
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Answer Choices Responses
N/A - I did not make any offers
Less than $10,000
$10,001 - $20,000
$20,001 - $30,000
$30,001 - $40,000
$40,001 - $50,000
More than $50,000 (please provide an estimate)
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Q19 Australian Performing Arts Market
(APAM) is always looking for ways to
improve. What could future markets do that
would improve or enhance the key purpose
of increasing international and national
touring opportunities for Australian
contemporary performing arts groups and
artists? Please provide a short response
below.
Answered: 29 Skipped: 32
# Responses Date
1 Maybe arrange sector / genre specific networking opportunities (i.e.: dance, circus, theatre, music,e tc…) to make it
easier for delegates with similar interests to meet.
12/4/2015 9:23 PM
2 Offer some follow up support for artists navigating interest from international presenters 12/2/2015 3:41 PM
3 broader range of international delegates 12/1/2015 9:56 AM
4 It was a challenge to get to remote venues. While Brisbane Powerhouse is a wonderful venue, it took a lot of time
to get around the city. Ideally main venues would be closer.
11/26/2015 6:49 AM
5 Increase full length performances. 11/25/2015 5:48 PM
6 Speed dating opportunities - works well at PAMS. Registration/application required and the 'dater' chooses who
they see. So they are no-one is wasting time see someone not relevant/appropriate.
11/25/2015 5:19 PM
7 A real and tangible focus on the development of smaller companies, not just those anointed by the Australia
Council. Better engagement with companies and artists that may wish to pitch or showcase in the future. The 2015
Roadshow was woeful in its delivery of real information and real outcomes.
11/25/2015 9:36 AM
8 Less parties, more spots. 11/25/2015 5:52 AM
9 Sourcing details of excellent agents from successful arts companies. Particularly in North America, although the
festival presenters are important, the agent value is much higher. Our North American agent has built 2, 20 concert
tours for us - of those I personally knew 3 presenters and one was an APAM introduction. Targeting NA agents
looking for product should be a priority
11/24/2015 10:53 PM
10 Some of the booths were separate from the main are and we missed opportunities to network because of this. 11/24/2015 12:59 PM
11 Make the company pitches more accessible by reducing the travel time between venues 11/24/2015 6:50 AM
12 Air conditioning in the pitching tent behind the Powerhouse! Maintain high quality curated showcases across the art
forms. Various scales of productions to suit a variety of spends.
11/23/2015 8:44 PM
13 It's already very good! 11/23/2015 8:33 PM
14 I think the changes that have been made will enhance my experience. Provision of early schedules will allow me to
best manage my time in Brisbane
11/23/2015 5:36 PM
15 Shift the market back to Adelaide. I miss the opportunity to see so much moire Australian work - both in the market
and in the Adelaide Fringe. The first Brisbane market was pretty bad to the point of dysfunctional and looks only
marginally better this time.
11/23/2015 3:25 PM
16 Focus on business of arts and making connections between artist/producers and presenters 11/23/2015 1:59 PM
17 Allow opportunity for day pass should producers be unable to attend full market. 11/23/2015 1:03 PM
18 We had two showcase presentations at APAM14 but there weren't enough buyers in attendance either at the
market or the showcases. It was difficult to get delegates to move to a new venue where we were performing.
11/23/2015 12:33 PM
19 More opportunities for connections between producers and presenters that are outside the buy/sell marketplace but
still facilitated to provide meaningful dialogue and hopefully outcomes for all parties.
11/23/2015 11:54 AM
20 Support for the presentation of complete works and better attention to the presentation of artists as part of the
event. I don't think anyone had really put time into the way in which the artists were supported in 2014
11/23/2015 11:50 AM
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21 Independent delegates fees would be at LEAST 50% less than delegates from funded companies and
organisations. APAM and Australia Council and local state arts bodies completely underestimate HOW expensive it
is for an independent small company to present their work at APAM. It costs the artists huge amounts to get there
and showcase in front of all these lovely paid for audiences. The artists are massively subsidising the cost of
presentations at APAM and providing spectacle and high quality work that should be well supported financially.
Less free drinks and snacks for international presenters and more support of the actual artists presenting work
UNPAID whilst everyone else, technicians. producers, administrators are all being paid. APAM is a bit of a scam for
artists, hopeful for their opportunity, are given enough rope to get into serious financial difficulty as well as spending
HOURS of unpaid time on their 25 mins. When APAM send out the "discounted" accommodation at the Sofitel for
only $200 per night (when local arts bodies will only fund you $100 per night for ONE night - but we need to be
there longer) I just want to laugh. We are all in different universes.
11/23/2015 11:47 AM
22 APAM needs to assist small indepent artists to showcase their work in Brisbane. 11/23/2015 11:40 AM
23 Touring opportunities come from presenters with resources to pay for work- this is THE most important factor.
Currently it's a bit of an 'all-in.' But, I wonder if there was more data going into the event on how many presenters
were looking for what kind of work, for what audiences, and at what scale, as well what kind of work producing
companies had to offer for what audience, at what scale- then perhaps it would be simpler to get the right people in
the room with the right people. But, also, over time presenters and artists might have the data required to predict
better whether APAM is the right place for them.
11/23/2015 11:28 AM
24 WiFi everywhere 11/23/2015 11:17 AM
25 - 11/23/2015 11:09 AM
26 Ensure that presenters in attendance have the capacity (e.g. $) to present Australian work and that they don't
expect artists and companies to raise all of the funds here in Australia. Ensure that attending presenters are not just
from artificial target markets, but those markets that actually have the financial capacity, aesthetic interest and
historical knowedge of Australian work.
11/23/2015 10:51 AM
27 our 2014 showcase was compromised due to bump in time being compromised and thus what was presented was
not of a quality that we could be proud of. this compromise was out of our hands but fell on the venue and it's
prodcution staff and schedule.
11/23/2015 10:43 AM
28 Move APAM back to Adelieide in conjuction with Adekleide Festival or in conjuction with a Major Festival in either
Sydney or Melbourne
11/23/2015 10:41 AM
29 One of the main issues I'd like to see is exactly what types of productions that presenters, both here & overseas are
wanting to program and how much they're willing to spend. Are they willing to take a risk on non-traditonal & non-
western productions, such as Aboriginal theatre? What types of productions are they considering and what types of
productions do they tend to avoid?
11/23/2015 10:40 AM
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